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Atomic diamagnetism within a dense plasma
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In this paper we have studied the influence of plasma electron polarization around a charged atomic impurity
on the diamagnetic response behavior of the impurity ion, when subject to large-scale magnetic fields within
high-density plasmas. As a typical example, we consider the two-electron ion C41 (Z56) in its ground state
1s2:1S. Calculation performed within the Hartree-Fock approximation under the framework of the ion sphere
model for the plasma-embedded impurity ion suggests that, in a high-density regime, the diamagnetic shift of
the ground state is a bivariate function of the magnetic field and the plasma electron density. Also, it is shown
that the magnitude of the diamagnetic susceptibility of the impurity ion increases with increasing plasma
electron density, implying that the ion becomes more diamagnetic as a direct consequence of the increased
orbital radii of its bound charges under enhanced density-induced screening.
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Interest in a theoretical simulation of plasma screen
effects on the electronic structures of and on the proce
involving multiply charged atomic systems immersed in hi
density plasmas has remained unabated over the years@1#.
This is primarily because there are now a number of ongo
laboratory programs to study nonequilibrium plasmas wh
an electron density ofne;1023cm23 ~in short-pulse laser
breakdown of solid targets! or evenne;1026cm23 ~in iner-
tial confinement fusion experiments! can be achieved. A the
oretical modeling of the atomic properties within such den
plasmas should be essential for elucidating experiment
confirmed dense plasma effects, such as the lowering of
ionization potential@2# and the red shift of emission lin
frequencies@3# of plasma-embedded atomic ions. It wou
also aid in understanding the basic behavior of atomic s
tems interacting with a surrounding hot, dense, and ioni
matter. In this context the issue of the magnetic respo
properties of atomic systems against the backdrop of a h
density plasma naturally follows because, dense la
produced plasmas are well-known cradles of self-gener
large-scale magnetic fields for which a number of mec
nisms have been proposed. The most important of these
~i! a magnetic field due to nonparallel electron density a
temperature gradients, i.e., the¹n3¹T mechanism@4#; ~ii !
a magnetic field due to ponderomotive forces@5#; ~iii ! the
inverse Faraday effect mechanism@6#; and ~iv! the dynamo
mechanism@7#. Magnetic fields of the order of 104– 109 G
may be generated, depending on the mechanism respon
for them. However, generation by different mechanisms
simultaneous process—only some mechanisms are dom
under certain experimental conditions, while others are n

Hydrogenlike ions, being the simplest and most abund
atomic species in laser-produced plasmas, have been al
archetypal so far for considering atomic processes in de
plasmas. Still, in such plasmas many-electron ions of hea
elements can exist in different stages of ionization and
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particular, He and Li-like ions are not uncommon. Being
considerably more complicated structures, these ions
contribute significantly to our understanding of the behav
of plasma-embedded atomic systems; however, theoretic
well as experimental studies on such ions in dense pla
environments have been rather sparse up to now. In this
culation we consider a multiply ionized two-electron ion C41

(Z56) in its singlet ground state configuration 1s2:1S. For
such a system interacting with a magnetic fieldB ~at the site
of the ion in question!, derivable from the vector potentialA
via the relationB5“3A, the linear momenta of the boun
electrons of the ion are changed asp→(p1eA/c). So the
interaction Hamiltonian may now be expressed as

H15S i 51,2@2~e/mc!A i•pi1~e2/2mc2!Ai
2#. ~1!

With the assumption of a uniform magnetic field and af
some simplifications@8#, Eq. ~1! reduces to

H15S i 51,2@~e/2mc!B• l i1~e2/8mc2!uB3r i u2#. ~2!

The first term linear inB is known as thelinear Zeeman
term, which depends on the orbital angular momentuml i
~actually onl i12si , considering the spin of the electrons!.
For the singlet ground state 1s2:1S of the two-electron
closed-shell ion under consideration, the total orbital angu
momentum as well as the total spin angular momentum
zero, and therefore the linear Zeeman term vanishes. S
Eq. ~2! the term quadratic inB, known as thediamagnetic
term ~sometimes also called thequadratic Zeeman term!,
solely determines the system’s response to an external m
netic field. At this point we may note in passing that atom
diamagnetism has its macroscopic manifestation in the fo
of Lenz’s lawof electromagnetic induction in classical ele
tromagnetism. The diamagnetic effect in an atomic system
usually of a highly subtle nature, and requires precise th
retical estimation, for which sophisticatedab initio methods
of atomic calculations are available. It is this effect which
investigated in this paper under laser-plasma conditions
the magnetic field and plasma electron density.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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For modeling an atomic system within a dense plas
environment, we resort to an ion sphere~alternatively called
the ‘‘Wigner-Seitz sphere’’! model, which is a reasonabl
approximation for describing the effects of static screen
within a dense, strongly coupled plasma. It makes qua
tively correct predictions at high densities, and has b
widely used to investigate atomic processes in such plas
@1,9#. In this model, a heliumlike ion with nuclear chargeZ
andnb(52) number of bound electrons is surrounded by
sphere of radiusR05@3(Z22)/4pne#

1/3 containing exactly
nf(5Z22) uniformly distributed free plasma electrons
neutralize the charge of the ion, wherene is the plasma elec
tron density. Under these assumptions, the electrostatic
tential energy ‘‘seen’’ by the bound electrons due to fr
plasma electrons is given by

V~r i ;R0!5@~Z22!/2R0#e2@32~r i /R0!2#, r i,R0 ,
~3!

The total potential and its first derivative vanish at the i
sphere radiusr i5R0 . Beyond the ion sphere boundary th
distribution of the positive charge is assumed to neutra
the negative electron distribution exactly, thereby produc
an electrically neutral background. Therefore, with the ad
tional potential energy due to free plasma electrons, the
perturbed nonrelativistic Hamiltonian of the plasm
embedded atomic ion is given by

H05S i 51,2@~pi
2/2m!2~Ze2/r i !1V~r i ;R0!#1e2/r 12.

~4!

However, such a static screened potential model of a plas
embedded atomic system, although often considered
convenient starting point, disregards the dynamic screen
effects within a plasma.

In solving for the unperturbed Hamiltonian in Eq.~4!, and
for estimating the first-order energy correctionE1 due to the
perturbation term in the interaction Hamiltonian of Eq.~2!,
we have adoptedatomic units~au!, in which e5m5\51,
the unit of length aB ~the Bohr radius! is equal to
(\2/me2)50.529177 Å, and the unit of energy is 2 R
5(me4/\2)527.2116 eV. A variational Hartree-Fock
Roothaan solution to the unperturbed equation by the b
set expansion technique@10# is performed in order to obtain
the unperturbed ground-state wave functions and energy
els of H0 at different values of the ion sphere radiusR0 ~or,
equivalently, at different plasma electron densitiesne). It is
justified to assume that, for such highly stripped lowZ
atomic systems the Hartree-Fock level of description sho
be considerably accurate as a result of a heavy suppressi
the ~intra-atomic! electronic correlation contributions to th
energy and other properties, due to the predominance o
Ze2/r terms over the lone 1/r 12 term in H0 with an increas-
ing nuclear chargeZ. It was checked that this suppressio
renders the calculations at still higher levels, such as with
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock approach, almost redund
in the present case from the point of view of numerical
curacy. The unperturbed solutions for the ground st
(1s2:1S) wave functionF0 ~normalized! and the ground
state energyE0 of the ion C41 implicitly depend on the
02740
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plasma electron densityne . With increasing density and
density-induced screening, the total binding is gradua
reduced—the ground state energy increases. This is
played in Fig. 1. However, theenergyof a state isnot ob-
servable; it would be more appropriate to speak ofenergy
differencesinstead. Therefore, we calculate the ionizati
energy of C41 ion, which is the energy required for singl
ionization of the atomic system concerned, and is given
the difference between the ground state energy of a C51 ion
and that of a C41 ion, i.e., Eion5E0@C511s:2S#
2E0@C411s2:1S#. As depicted in Fig. 2, the ionization en
ergy exhibits a downward trend as the plasma electron d
sity increases. To our knowledge, no other density-depen
data on heliumlike ions are available in the literature. Ho
ever, in view of the lowering of the ionization energy~which
is more commonly referred to ascontinuum loweringin the
literature! of hydrogenic ions in dense plasmas, as obtain
experimentally as well as from previous theoretical cons

FIG. 1. Dependence of the ground state energy (E0 , in a.u.! of
the C41 ion on the plasma electron density (ne , in cm23!.

FIG. 2. Variation of the ionization energy (Eion , in a.u.! of the
C41 ion with the plasma electron density (ne , in cm23!.
1-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 027401
erations, it seems that the present results are consisten
qualitative level, at least.

Having checked the consistency of our approach, we n
proceed to calculate the magnetic field-induced~diamag-
netic! shift of the ground state energy of the C41 ion, which
may be expressed as

E15^F0uH1uF0&, ~5!

using first-order perturbation theory. The perturbati
scheme would be appropriate for magnetic fields that
well below the limit of 1 a.u.@11# of magnetic field'2.35
3109 G. This calculation considers magnetic fields in t
range of 0.1–10 MG. In Table I we present the variation
the diamagnetic shiftE1 ~expressed in cm21, where 1 a.u.
5219 474 cm21) with magnetic fieldB ~in MG! at several
plasma electron densitiesne ~in cm23!. It is evident that, at
any density, the shift rises quadratically with the magne
field, as may be expected from Eq.~2!. Also, at a particular
value of the magnetic field, the energy shift increases w
increasing plasma electron density. These behaviors are d
onstrated graphically in Fig. 3, where the functional dep
dence ofE1 on B is represented by a family of parabola
passing through the common vertex. Here the inner o

TABLE I. Diamagnetic shiftE1 ~in cm21! of the ground state
(1s2:1S) of a C41 impurity ion in the presence of a magnetic fie
B ~in units of 106 G) within dense plasmas characterized by t
plasma electron densityne ~in cm23!.

ne

B

0 0.5 2.0 10.0

8.05531023 0 0.000 168 0.002 69 0.0672
1.25931025 0 0.000 174 0.002 78 0.0695
1.00731026 0 0.000 208 0.003 32 0.0831
2.38731026 0 0.000 237 0.003 80 0.0949

FIG. 3. Diamagnetic shift (E1 , in cm21! of the ground state of
a C41 ion as a function of the magnetic field~B, in MG! within
dense plasmas at plasma electron densitiesne58.05531023 cm23,
5.15531025 cm23 and 1.50331026 cm23.
02740
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correspond to the cases of larger plasma electron dens
However, it is to be understood that, at two different plas
electron densities, the variation ofE1 with B refers to two
different reference levels~i.e., two different positions of the
unperturbed ground state! from which the corresponding
shift is to be measured, because the ground state energ
hibits a strong density dependence in Fig. 1.

The very small energy shifts listed in Table I are respo
sible for the diamagnetism of the C41 ion in its ground state.
We now calculate the diamagnetic susceptibility (xd

ion) of the
ion as a function of the plasma electron densityne . xd

ion is
defined as

E152 1
2 xd

ionB2. ~6!

xd
ion is always negative, expressing that the induced magn

moment is in a direction opposite to that of the applied m
netic field, which may be interpreted classically in terms
Lenz’s law. Figure 4 illustrates the variation ofxd

ion ~ex-
pressed in units ofaB

3) against the plasma electron densityne

(ne is given in cm23!. As can be seen from this figure, th
diamagnetic susceptibility remains almost at the free-
value of (21.698431026)aB

3 up to a density of
;1024cm23. Then it becomes more negative very sharp
i.e., its magnitude increases in a smooth and steep ma
within the very high density regimene;1024– 1026cm23.
Up to the highest densityne52.38731026cm23 under con-
sideration in the present study, the magnitude ofxd

ion experi-
ences about a 40% gain over the isolated ion value. T
suggests that ionic diamagnetism increases within a de
plasma. Now, from Eq.~2!, it is evident thatE1}^r 2&. The
mean-square orbital radius of the bound electrons of the
increases within dense plasmas as a direct consequence
loosening of the bound charge cloud. Therefore, the grow
diamagnetic behavior of the ion may be attributed to
expansion of the ion’s bound electronic orbit due to e
hanced plasma electron density-induced screening effe
Figure 3 demonstrates the variation ofE1 as a function ofB
at different ne values, while Fig. 4 actually expresses t
dependence ofE1 on ne when B is unity. Thus, these two

FIG. 4. Variation of the diamagnetic susceptibility (xd
ion , in aB

3)
of a plasma-embedded C41 ion in its ground state against th
plasma electron density (ne , in cm23!.
1-3
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figures fully specify the bivariate dependence ofE1 on B and
ne , both within a dense plasma.

In summary, this paper contains an account of the d
magnetic response behavior of a two-electron atomic sys
as modified by the presence of a surrounding dense pla
medium and under magnetic field conditions pertinent
laser-produced plasmas. Diamagnetism is characteristica
very feeble effect, and the resultant energy shifts are usu
very small in magnitude. However, for closed-shell atom
systems in which all the electrons are paired with electr
of opposite spins, it becomes all the more important due
the absence of the linear Zeeman term in the interac
Hamiltonian of Eq.~2!, and constitutes the very basic an
sole response of such systems to external magnetic fields
to the measurability of the diamagnetic shifts, the sam
results presented in Table I indicate that, at a self-gener
field of ;108 G ~this is about 4% of 1 a.u. of the magnet
field, so we assume an approximate validity of a first-or
perturbation calculation even for this field! the shift would
amount to;6.7 cm21 at ne;8.031023cm23 and;9.5 cm21

at ne;2.431026cm23 respectively. Hence the diamagnet
ys

an

ys
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shift and the plasma-density-induced increase of this s
both lie within the microwave region~approximately
0.03–10 cm21!, and so it appears that both may possibly
amenable to experimental detection at sufficiently high fie
and high densities. However, it is worthwhile to point o
that the present calculation aims to demonstrate the g
features of plasma-density effects on atomic diamagnetism
a simple way, assuming the validity of the ion-sphere mo
under a magnetic field. In a more rigorous approach tak
into consideration the field-induced distortion of the fre
electron distribution within the ion sphere as a perturbati
it is very likely that the tabulated set of data would be mo
fied, preserving the demonstrated trend only in a qualita
way.
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